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Motion Estimation and Compensation in Dynamic Spiral C T
Reconstruction

Joey Kimdon, Pierre Grangeat, Anne Koenig, Stephane Bonne t

I . INTRODUCTION

Dynamic X-ray Computed Tomography (CT), where a time se-
quence of images are reconstructed to image the moving body, ha s
many cardiac and respiratory applications . Unfortunately, the very
movement that is being imaged causes blurring and artifacts .

Improvements in gantry speed have reduced these motion problems .
However, for dynamic imaging over a given time period (e .g . a
respiratory cycle), these fast scans result in a higher radiation dos e
if the signal-to-noise ratio is maintained, thereby increasing the healt h
risk to the patient .

To address the motion problem without increasing the radiation,
our team has already developed [1], [2] and implemented a cone-
beam reconstruction algorithm based on a dynamic particle model tha t
estimates, predicts, and compensates for motion in circular X-ray CT .
The current paper presents an extension of this method to spiral CT .
This extension is applicable to modern multi-slice scanners, whic h
take advantage of the speed and dose benefits of helical trajectories .

II . METHOD S

A . Algorithm overview

As in the original algorithm described in [1], we begin by rebinning
the projections to fan-parallel geometry and then 3D backprojecting
for motion estimation and eventual reconstruction . A block-matching
technique similar to that used in video encoding finds displacemen t
vectors between discrete time instances, approximating the trajectorie s
of individual particles. Using these displacement vectors, we predic t
the intensity of a backprojected voxel at these time instances . Confi-
dence coefficients based on the similarity of the matched blocks gove m
the influence of each time instance in the prediction calculation . By
predicting over multiple times/positions of the scanner, the temporal
resolution improves without increasing the radiation dose . Finally ,
predicted, backprojected voxels are transformed particle by particl e
to the reconstruction time and accumulated to form a compensate d
image .

B. Adaptation to spiral trajectories

As seen in Fig. 1, the longitudinal motion of a spiral scanner make s
the field of view (FOV) change with time, moving simultaneously wit h
the object particles . These coincident motions mandate algorithmi c
changes in the longitudinal rebinning technique, filter direction, an d
method of enforcing data sufficiency. The scanner motion also cause s
the appearance and disappearance of particles and leads to fina l
reconstructed volumes with different longitudinal FOVs, complicatin g
the prediction and accumulation processes .

Fig . 1 . In spiral CT, the field of view (FOV) is time-dependent, as is eac h
particle trajectory. The dotted arrow outlines the source motion and the soli d
arrow shows a sample trajectory for a single particle . The cones represent the
FOV for two source positions. The shading shows the overlapping area of th e
FOV between these two time instances.

a) Rebinning and filtering: It has been shown that the optima l
filter direction is along the tangent to the spiral source trajectory, so w e
adapted our longitudinal rebinning for this direction, as demonstrate d
in [3] .

b) Data sufficiency : Since the illuminated longitudinal rang e
changes at each source position, we must be careful to ensur e
sufficient projections for each reconstruction . To do so, we keep a
voxel counter buffer, which is an additional volume with integer
values corresponding to the number of projections seen by a voxel
in the working volume . The counter buffers keep track of the initia l
backprojection as well as the final compensated accumulation .

c) Appearances/disappearances: As particles move in and out
of the FOV as the scanner bed advances, the block matching can n o
longer estimate the displacement vectors associated with the disap-
pearing voxels. If the block matching fails, the confidence coefficients
are expected to be low, meaning that these vectors will have littl e
effect on the prediction . However, since the coefficients are calculate d
based on the intensity difference between the matched blocks, if th e
failed matching is between two locationsout of the current FOV, th e
intensities will be identically zero, leading to a high confidence . To
eliminate this situation, we do not permit motion vectors to originat e
or terminate at points outside the current FOV, essentially setting th e
corresponding confidence coefficients to zero .

d) Full-volume sequences : After the final accumulation, we hav e
reconstructed a sequence of volumes at discrete time instances durin g
the entire scan, which may last for several respiratory or cardiac cycles .
However, each volume covers only part of the longitudinal extent of th e
scan . In many applications, including radiation therapy planning, th e
entire volume is desired along one full respiratory cycle . To construc t
such a sequence of images, we take advantage of the periodicity of
respiration . With the assumption that the organs will pass through th e
same position at some point during each cycle, we select k position s
(or frames fk ) during the cycle and mark all the times t i,k whe n
the organs are positioned according to frame fk (see Fig. 2 .) These
times may or may not be evenly spaced depending on the consistenc y
of the respiration . Then in the final spatial compensation step before
the accumulation, we align to ti,k . We accumulate as before, stil l
keeping track of data sufficiency with counter buffers . Finally we
collect all the volumes vi , k reconstructed at times corresponding t o
a given frame fk and combine them into one volume v k per frame .
When the collected images vi , k have overlapping voxels, we average
them. The result is a set of motion-compensated images v k with a
more complete longitudinal extent for each time frame fk during one
representative respiratory cycle .

C. Tests

To test our algorithm, we used a numerical phantom both with an d
without known motion vectors to test the reconstruction algorithm
itself as well as the entire process of estimation and compensation .
The phantom is a collection of moving spheres . An in-house suite o f
programs [4] regulates the motion and simulates the spiral projections .
Since we control the phantom motion, we can directly calculate th e
frame times ti,k .

III . RESULTS AND DISCUSSIO N

As seen in Fig. 3, the motion compensation, both with estimated
and known motion vectors, reduces blurring over the non-compensate d
reconstruction while keeping the low dose and high signal-to-noise
benefits of the long scan . The known-motion case preserves the sphere
shape better but has stronger streak artifacts. These artifacts are due t o
an approximation that the motion is constant within a set time period .
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Fig. 2 . Motion-compensated image formation . In part (a), we divide one
respiratory cycle into 5 frames . In part (b), we estimate the particle positions
and intensities at the time corresponding to the frame k = 2 in each cycle i to
form volumes vi , k . Note that due to the longitudinal source movement, each o f
the i volumes for a given frame will have a different longitudinal FOV . Finally
we accumulate all i volumes into one representative volume vk covering a
large longitudinal FOV.

Decreasing the length of this period reduces these artifacts and als o
improves the motion estimate but slows down the computations .

We note that for dynamic spiral CT the pitch must be small enoug h
such that the FOV covers at least one full respiratory or cardiac cycle a t
each longitudinal position . In addition, each position must be covere d
for the number n of scanner turns required for prediction . (The user
may select n .) When the cycle in question is longer than n turns (which
is usually the case with rapid gantries), the former pitch restrictio n
automatically satisfies the latter.

IV. FUTURE WOR K

We are in the process of testing this algorithm on more complicate d
software phantoms with larger pitch and on clinical data . Tests of
the original circular version of this algorithm [6] were successful on
realistic phantom data, but clinical tests were not feasible since th e
available scanners worked only in spiral mode . The current tests wil l
therefore be a large step in the performance analysis of this algorithm .

We are also running tests to compare the algorithm performance
with respect to ECG-gated methods (e .g. as in [5]), which is another
approach to solving the motion blurring problem.

In this work, we selected the frame times ti,k using the know n
phantom motion, which is not possible in a real situation . Thus, we
are considering ways to determine the frame times experimentally, for

(a) No compensation

(b) Motion compensated with esti-
mated particle trajectorie s

(c) Motion compensated with known
particle trajectories

Fig . 3 . Axial slices of reconstructed volumes of a moving sphere phanto m
with 0-order prediction over 27r with a table feed of 1 .3 slices/tum and a
16-row cylindrical detector. The spheres are moving at a rate of 3 scanne r
turns per cycle . Note the reduced blurring between the spheres with motion
compensation compared with the uncompensated reconstruction .

example from an external monitor such as a breathing belt or directly
from the sequence of reconstructed volumes .
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bstract -
/__espiratory and cardiac motion causes blurring in dynamic X-ray

Computed Tomography (CT) . Fast scans reduce this problem, but they
require a higher radiation dose per time period to maintain the signal
to noise ratio of the resulting images, thereby magnifying the health
risk to the patient .

As an alternative to increased radiation, our team has already
developed a cone-beam reconstruction algorithm based on a dynami c
particle model that estimates, predicts, and compensates for respirator y
motion in circular X-ray CT. The current paper presents an extension
of this method to spiral CT, applicable to modern multi-slice scanner s
that take advantage of the speed and dose benefits of helical trajecto-
ries.

We adapted all three main areas of the algorithm : backprojection ,
prediction, and compensation/accumulation . In backprojection, we
changed the longitudinal rebinning technique, filter direction, and th e
method of enforcing the data sufficiency requirements . For prediction ,
we had to be careful of objects appearing and disappearing as th e
scanner bed advanced . For compensation/accumulation, we controlle d
the reconstruction time and combined images to cover a greate r
longitudinal extent for each phase in the respiratory or cardiac cycle .

Tests with moving numerical phantoms demonstrate that the al-
gorithm successfully improves the temporal resolution of the image s
without increasing the dose or reducing the signal-to-noise ratio .
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